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Jim Brickman joins forces with the legendary Walt Disney Studios to bring an exciting new sound to

the classic Disney musical library. Titles: Beautiful * Beauty and the Beast * Can You Feel the Love

Tonight * Cruella De Vil * A Dream Is a Wish Your Heart Makes * I'm Amazed * Mary Poppins

Medley * Reflection * Someday My Prince Will Come * When I See an Elephant Fly * When You

Wish Upon a Star * A Whole New World * Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah. Bonus titles: Bare Necessities *

Colors of the Wind / A Whole New World (Medley).
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Jim Brickman's "The Disney Songbook " for the piano is awesome. The songbook doesn't look over

whelming to play. The song book consists of "Beauty & the Beast", "Mary Poppins Medley", "Cruella

De Vil", "Beautiful", "Reflection", "When I see an Elephant Fly", "Zip-a-Dee-Doo-Dah," "Baby Mine",

"Can you feel the Love Tonight", "A Dream is a Wish Your Heart Makes:, "Some Day My Prince Will

Come", "I'm Amazed", "When you Wish Upon A Star" plus bonus songs of "Bare Necessities" and

"Colors of the Wind". Jim has done a great job so that piano players will be able to handle the

songs. These songs bring back so many memories to everyone, it is a must to have if you play the

piano.

Jim Brickman is an awesome pianist and he always has really great songbooks. I've been looking

for a Disney songbook but all of them have been really easy, and this one is advanced. I



recommend trying out all of his music because all of it is contemporary but has a classical egdy feel

to it.

Love it, great music. more advanced than the average high school piano player, but if you love it

enough it'll make you practice more. I got this a while ago and now i'm in my second year in college

and still play it :-)

This is the first music book I've bought from , and I guess I have to calibrate myself to the reviews. I

don't consider myself to be much of a musician, so I thought that, based on the reviews, this book

would be more challenging than it is. The arrangements are perhaps a bit more creative than the

regular sheet music that you buy, but they are not really any fancier or more difficult, just different.

For example, the left hand rarely plays more than one note at a time.

Love his music and love this book! Grew up listening to this CD so it is awesome that know I am

able to play most of it. I wouldnt say it is the most difficult but does require good touch and timing

while playing to make it sound really good

I have this on my iPod & really like the music. I first got it in the easy version but decided to get the

regular version...it's a little harder so I'll have to work on it. I play professionally at a restaurant &

play these songs whenever I have children eating with their parents.

Usually, you don't come across sheet music that's accurate, but with Jim Brickman's "The Disney

Songbook," you don't have to worry about that. I am very satisfied with this product and it makes a

great gift for any piano player that likes disney and Jim Brickman's stylings. Jim Brickman approved

the arrangements himself! It really IS the matching sheet music to the "Disney Songbook." You

won't be let down!!! :)

I think this is a great piano book. The song selection is great - it includes both up tempo songs as

well as ballads. The arrangements are different from the original songs, which makes it both more

fun and more challenging. These arrangements have a very jazzy feel. It's an intermediate level

book, which is great for someone who hasn't played in a while or is looking to brush up on their

skills. I would highly reccommend this book for any disney music fan.
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